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Abstract 
Organic substitutes for ruthenium and iridium complexes are increasingly finding applications in 
chemical syntheses involving photoredox catalysis. However, the performance of these organic 
compounds as electron-transfer photocatalysts depends on their accessible photochemical pathways and 
excited state lifetimes.  Here, the UV-induced dynamics of N-phenyl phenoxazine, chosen as a 
prototypical N-aryl phenoxazine organic photoredox catalyst, are explored in three solvents, N,N-
dimethyl formamide, dichloromethane and toluene, using ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy.  
Quantum chemistry calculations reveal the locally excited or charge-transfer electronic character of the 
excited states, and are used to assign the transient electronic and vibrational bands observed.  In toluene-
d8, complete ground-state recovery is (31  3) % by internal conversion (IC) from the photo-excited 
state (or from S1 after IC but before complete vibrational relaxation), (13 ± 2) % via direct decay from 
vibrationally relaxed S1 (most likely radiative decay, with an estimated radiative lifetime of 13 ns) and 
(56 ± 3) % via the T1 state (with intersystem crossing (ISC) rate coefficient kISC = (3.3 ± 0.2)  108 s-1).  
In dichloromethane, we find evidence for excited state N-phenyl phenoxazine reaction with the solvent.  
Excited state lifetimes, ISC rates, and ground-state recovery show only modest variation with changes 





The rapid emergence of photoredox catalysis in chemical and materials synthesis reflects the wide range 
of chemical transformations that can be driven selectively and controllably this way using visible or 
near ultraviolet (UV) light sources.  Initial applications made use of ruthenium and iridium complexes 
such as Ru(bpy)32+ and Ir(ppy)3 because of their favourable excited-state properties and redox potentials 
for single-electron transfer (SET) reactions.1 Although these well-characterized and tested metal 
complexes remain in widespread use, efforts are underway to find more sustainable replacements.  
Alternative strategies include replacing the Ru2+ or Ir3+ complexes with those of an Earth-abundant 
metal such as Nickel,2, 3 or switching to the use of organic dyes.4  Here, the focus will be on this latter 
approach. 
For an organic dye to be an effective organic photoredox catalyst (OPC), it should meet certain desirable 
criteria.  For example, it should strongly absorb near-UV or visible light and possess first-excited singlet 
(S1) or triplet (T1) states with lifetimes long enough for diffusive SET reactions. Moreover, these excited 
states should have redox potentials relative to the OPC∙+ or OPC∙- radical cation or anion that are 
sufficient to initiate the catalysed chemical reaction by SET.  Numerous candidate OPCs have been 
proposed, characterized and tested, with progress up to 2016 summarized in the extensive review by 
Romero and Nicewicz.4  More recently, classes of OPCs based on N,N-diaryl dihydrophenazines,  N-
aryl phenoxazines, and N-aryl phenothiazines have been applied as photoredox catalysts for controlled 
atom-transfer radical polymerization (ATRP).5-10  For these OPC classes, structural design principles 
have been developed based on both the observation of as-grown polymer properties11-13 and transient 
absorption spectroscopy studies of excited-state lifetimes and SET rates.14-17  Transient absorption 
spectroscopy has also been applied to other examples of photoredox reactions and over timescales 
spanning sub-picosecond to millisecond to explore multi-step reaction mechanisms.15, 18-21 
The complex photochemistry of these OPCs depends sensitively on the molecular architecture and the 
choice of solvent.  For example, the ordering of excited states, de-activation pathways to the ground 
state, rates of intersystem crossing (ISC), triplet-state quantum yields, and rates of bimolecular SET 
reactions can all be modified by changes to the excited-state electronic character22, 23 and by different 
solute-solvent interactions.24, 25  N-aryl groups pendant to dihydrophenazine, phenoxazine and 
phenothiazine cores and derivatized with electron withdrawing or donating groups can stabilize S1 and 
T1 states with greater charge-transfer (CT) or local excitation (LE) character respectively, and the 
ordering of excited states with these characters also depends on the solvent polarity.  Arguments have 
been presented that T1 CT character enhances the efficacy of OPCs used for ATRP,11-13 and trends in 
measured rates of dissociative SET have also been discussed in the context of Marcus-Savéant theory.14 
Because the excited state photodynamics of OPCs depend sensitively on their molecular structures, 




variations caused by structural modifications can be interpreted.  Here, we examine the ultrafast 
photochemistry of one such model photocatalyst, N-phenyl phenoxazine (referred to here as NPP).  This 
compound is chosen as the simplest example of the numerous N-aryl phenoxazines derivatives currently 
being tested as candidate OPCs and tailored to have desirable absorption spectra and excited state 
reduction potentials.12  The properties of the excited states of NPP are examined using a combination 
of transient vibrational absorption spectroscopy (TVAS) and transient electronic absorption 
spectroscopy (TEAS) measurements using infrared (IR) and UV/visible probe wavelengths respectively.  
Experiments conducted in N,N-dimethyl formamide (DMF), dichloromethane (DCM) and toluene 
explore the effects of solvent on the photodynamics.  Interpretation of the experimental observations 
draws upon quantum chemical calculations of the properties of the excited electronic states of NPP.    
Experimental 
Transient absorption spectroscopy measurements were made using an ultrafast laser system at the 
University of Bristol (UoB) and the LIFEtime facility at the STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory.  
Both set-ups have been described elsewhere,26-29 and only brief accounts of key experimental 
procedures are provided here.  In all the reported experiments, 3.2 mM solutions of NPP were 
photoexcited at a UV wavelength of exc = 318 nm using laser pulses of duration ~50 fs (UoB laboratory) 
or <260 fs (LIFEtime) with maximum energies of 150 nJ pulse-1 to minimize the risk of multiphoton 
processes.  A peristaltic pump continuously circulated the NPP solutions through a Harrick cell with a 
pair of CaF2 windows separated by Teflon spacers chosen to give a pathlength of 380 µm (for TEAS) 
or 100 µm (for TVAS).  With this combination of concentration and pathlength, the sample absorbance 
at 318 nm was below 0.5 for TVAS.  NPP was synthesized according to the procedure described in Ref. 
8 and its purity was confirmed by NMR prior to use.  Further details are provided in Supporting 
Information.  For transient spectroscopy experiments, solvents were either spectroscopic grade 
(Toluene, 99.8%) or anhydrous (dichloromethane (DCM) and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), Sigma 
Aldrich 99.8%).   For TVAS measurements, toluene-d8 (Sigma Aldrich, 99.6 atom% D) was used in 
place of toluene to avoid interfering solvent absorption bands.  Nitrogen was bubbled through all sample 
solutions immediately prior to use to displace dissolved O2.  
Pulses of broadband IR or UV/visible radiation probed the sample solutions by TVAS and TEAS 
respectively at selected time delays after the 318-nm excitation pulse.  TEAS measurements at UoB 
spanned delay times up to 1.3 ns with an instrument response function (IRF) of ~120 fs after chirp 
correction,26 whereas TVAS measurements with LIFEtime extended beyond 1000 ns with an IRF of 
~200 fs.18, 28, 29  The TEAS probe pulses were produced by white-light continuum (WLC) generation in 
a flat CaF2 optic using a gently focused portion of the 800-nm fundamental output from a Ti:sapphire 
regenerative amplifier (Coherent Legend Elite HE+, 5 W, 1 kHz repetition rate; seeded by a Coherent 
Vitara-S oscillator).  The resulting WLC spanned the wavelength range from 350 – 700 nm and was 




through the sample, the probe pulses were dispersed in a calibrated spectrograph (Andor, Shamrock 
163) fitted with a 1024-element photodiode array (Entwicklungsbüro Stresing) for acquisition of 
wavelength-resolved absorbance changes induced by the UV pump pulses.  Mid-IR probe pulses for 
TVAS were produced by difference frequency generation in GaSe of the outputs from a pair of optical 
parametric amplifiers (OPAs, Light Conversion Orpheus ONE) synchronously pumped at 1030 nm by 
a 100 kHz,  6 W Yb:KGW laser system (Light Conversion Pharos SP). The two OPAs provided 
independently tuneable wavenumber coverage over spectral bandwidths of ~200 cm-1.  Both IR probe 
pulses were spatially overlapped with the UV pump pulse at the sample, and were separately dispersed 
onto cryogenically cooled 128-element Mercury-Cadmium-Telluride (MCT) arrays (Infrared 
Associates Inc.).  The detected signals were integrated and digitized by FPAS systems (Infrared Systems 
Development Corp FPAS 0144).  TVAS time delays up to 12 ns were controlled by a multi-pass 
mechanical delay stage, with longer time delays selected using pulse-picking electronics.  In all TEAS 
and TVAS measurements, the polarizations of the pump and probe laser pulses were set at magic angle 
(54.7o) to remove any effects of rotational anisotropy on the measured time-evolving signals. 
Extensive averaging during the acquisition of experimental spectra ensured satisfactory signal-to-noise 
ratios. Transient absorption spectra were processed without the use of shot-to-shot division by reference 
spectra of the probe laser pulses because of the stability of the laser systems. The averaged spectra 
obtained at multiple pump-probe time delays were analysed by spectral decomposition using the 
KOALA software package30 to extract the time-evolutions of the component excited-state absorption 
(ESA), stimulated emission (SE) and ground-state bleach (GSB) features.  Further fitting to user-
defined kinetic functions was performed in Origin software (OriginLab, Origin 2018b).   More specific 
details of these analyses are provided in the Results and Discussion section. 
Calculations 
Geometry optimisation of NPP and vibrational frequency calculations in toluene, DCM and DMF 
solvents were performed using the Gaussian 09 program.31  The CAM-B3LYP density functional was 
used with a 6-31+G* basis and Grimme dispersion corrections with Becke-Johnson damping. Solute-
solvent interaction effects were accounted for by the conductor polarizable continuum model (CPCM). 
TDDFT optimisations of S1 and T1 geometries were also performed in toluene and DMF, with normal 
mode analysis confirming that these geometries were the minima on their respective potential energy 
surfaces. An anharmonicity scaling factor of 0.953 was applied to the calculated normal mode 
frequencies prior to comparisons with experimental spectra.32 
Vertical excitation energies and oscillator strengths were calculated using the ORCA program (v4.2.0)33 
at the TDDFT/CAM-B3LYP/6-31+G* level of theory. The solvent shift was computed via the SMD 
solvation model that includes both electrostatic and non-electrostatic contributions.  Transition dipole 




from the results of the TDDFT calculations using the Multiwfn program for electronic wavefunction 
analysis.34  These computational results are reported in Tables S1 – S9 of Supporting Information. 
Results and Discussion 
The structure of NPP and its measured absorption spectrum in toluene are shown in Figure 1, together 
with computed maps of the changes in electron density associated with excitations from S0 to the first 
three singlet excited states.  The corresponding plots of electron density changes for NPP in DMF and 
DCM are shown in Figure S10 of the Supporting Information.   In the S0 state, the phenyl ring orients 
preferentially perpendicular to the plane of the phenoxazine core to reduce steric crowding.   
 
Figure 1: Top: UV absorption spectrum of a 3.2 mM solution of NPP in toluene (sample pathlength 
= 100 µm).  The structure of NPP is shown as an inset.  Similar absorption spectra were obtained in 
DCM and DMF (Supporting Information Figure S1).  Bottom:  Electron density difference plots 
between the S0 and Sn states for n = 1, 2 and 3 at the S0 geometry, showing the local excitation 
character for S0  S1 and S0  S2 transitions, and greater charger transfer character for the S3 state. 
The calculations were performed in toluene, the densities are visualised with isovalues set to 0.002, 
and an increase in electron density is shown in red, with a decrease in blue.  Predicted excitation 
wavelengths () and oscillator strengths (f) are given for the three transitions. These computed 
properties are also shown as red vertical bars superimposed on the absorption spectrum, with the bar 




Absorption spectra in the 250  450 nm range are compared in Figure S1 of Supporting Information for 
NPP solutions in toluene, DCM and DMF.  The band centred near 325 nm shows only modest ( 2 nm) 
shifts in its wavelength of maximum absorption in the three solvents.  According to our calculations for 
NPP in toluene, the longest wavelength absorption (computed to arise at  = 307 nm) corresponds to 
the weak S0  S1 transition, with oscillator strength f = 0.017.  The change in electron density (Figure 
1) indicates predominantly LE character on the core of the phenoxazine, with negligible CT character 
corresponding to electron density shifting from the core to the N-phenyl group.  At slightly higher 
energy ( = 303 nm in toluene), the stronger S0  S2   * absorption band with f ~ 0.056 has similar 
LE character, but the S0  S3 transition ( = 290 nm, f = 0.0877 in toluene) shows greater CT character.  
Similar calculations in DCM and DMF (Figure S10) predict S0  S1, S2 and S3 transitions at  = 307, 
294 and 289 (DCM) or 287 nm (DMF) respectively, with oscillator strengths of f = 0.022, 0.029 and 
0.128 in DMF.  The corresponding f values for DCM are 0.028, 0.039 and 0.115.  The S2 state now 
shows CT character and has been stabilized relative to the LE states by the more polar DCM or DMF 
solvent. At our chosen centre excitation wavelength of 318 nm (with an ~ 3 nm bandwidth), the 
likelihood is therefore that we are exciting a mixture of states, with the LE S2 and CT S3 state for NPP 
in toluene, and the LE S3 state in DCM or DMF, the main contributors.  We refer hereafter to UV 
excitation to Sn with n = 2 or 3 depending on the solvent, but we recognize there may also be some 
weaker direct excitation of S1 in our experiments.  Fluorescence spectra for NPP solutions are also 
shown in Figure S1 of Supporting Information.  The emission bands peak at wavelengths around 400 
nm for all three solvents, consistent with the emitting S1 state having little or no CT character.  
Transient electronic absorption spectra of NPP solutions in DMF, DCM and toluene are compared in 
Figure 2.  The drop in differential absorption approaching 350 nm is a consequence of the combined 
effects of the spectrum of the WLC used as a probe, which decays in intensity in this region, and the 
onset of an NPP ground-state absorption band.  The dips observed around 636 nm correspond to pump 
laser light scattered by the sample and detected after second-order diffraction from the spectrometer 
grating.  The TEA spectra feature a prominent band with Gaussian profile centred near 460 nm in all 
three solvents.  This feature grows at the later time delays displayed and is accordingly assigned to 
absorption from the T1 state of NPP.  This assignment is supported by calculations reported in the 
Supporting Information which predict a strong T1 absorption band (with oscillator strength f = 0.13) at 
513 nm in DMF and 496 nm in toluene (with f = 0.08).  Similar triplet state ESA bands were observed 
by Sartor et al. for modified versions of NPP with phenyl or biphenyl core substituents, albeit shifted 
to longer wavelength by the additional core conjugation.13, 16   At shorter time delays, the TEA spectra 
show solvent-dependent evolutions, with loss of absorption at wavelengths above 550 nm and growth 
then decay of an intermediate band peaking near 520 nm (with a secondary peak at wavelengths around 
390 nm).  This double-peaked feature is more prominent for spectra measured in DCM or DMF than in 




rapidly decaying long-wavelength absorption and the 520-nm intermediate band are to ESA from the 
initially photoexcited Sn (n = 2 or 3) state and the S1 state into which it relaxes by internal conversion 
(IC).  Our calculations summarized in the Supporting Information predict a strong S1 absorption band 
at 560 nm in DMF (f = 0.44) and 565 nm in toluene (f = 0.14).  The lower oscillator strength in toluene 
may explain why this feature is less distinct for TEA spectra measured in this solvent.   Decay of the S1 
state population is either by ISC, resulting in growth of T1 ESA, relaxation by IC or fluorescence to S0, 
or reaction with the solvent for which evidence is presented below in the case of DCM.  There is no 
clear evidence for a stimulated emission band, most likely because the ESA-band oscillator strengths 
are more than 5 larger than for the S1  S0 emission. 
 
 
Figure 2: Transient electronic absorption spectra obtained for the 318-nm photoexcitation of NPP in 
three organic solvents: (a) DMF; (b) DCM; (c) toluene.  The colours represent spectra obtained at 
different time delays after the photoexcitation, as shown by the inset key in the bottom panel. Black 




discussed in the main text.  The dips centred at 636 nm result from pump-laser scatter detected in 
second order by the spectrometer. 
Spectral decomposition in the KOALA program resulted in time-dependent integrated band intensities 
for the three solutions, examples of which are plotted in Figure 3.  This decomposition requires choices 
to be made for the basis functions corresponding to Sn, S1 and T1 ESA bands.  We fitted the T1 ESA 
band to a Gaussian function of fixed central wavelength and width, and for measurements in DMF we 
used a double-peaked basis function with maxima at 520 nm and 390 nm to model the double-peaked 
S1 ESA.  This function corresponded to a mid-time spectrum measured at ~20 ps.  The remaining broad 
absorption spanning 350 – 680 nm (the range covered by the combination of WLC and spectrometer) 
is assigned to Sn ESA and was modelled using an early time spectrum (typically at a time delay of 600 
fs, before significant growth of S1 and T1 population) as a basis function.  These basis function choices, 
the modified procedures used for analysis of measurements in toluene and DCM, and examples of 
decomposition of TEA spectra in all three solvents are shown in Figures S3 – S8 of the Supporting 
Information.                   
 
Figure 3: Examples of excited state population kinetics obtained from analysis of the TEAS data 
shown in Figure 2 for the 318-nm photoexcitation of NPP in: (a) DMF; (b) DCM.  Integrated band 
intensities for the excited states are represented by coloured circles for Sn (green), S1 (blue) and T1 




integrated band intensities for the Sn components indicate an offset caused by baseline effects in the 
basis function used for spectral decomposition but do not affect the analysis. Note the axis break and 
change of scale for time delays beyond 200 ps.  Measurements in DCM also show evidence of NPP+ 
formation by electron transfer with the solvent (see Figures S7 and S8 of Supporting Information). 
The corresponding kinetic data for NPP in toluene solutions are not shown because of the difficulty 
of accurately separating Sn and S1 ESA features in the transient absorption spectra obtained in this 
solvent.      
The time-dependent integrated band intensities for excited-state absorption features in the TEA spectra 
are consistent with a sequential kinetic model in which the photoexcited Sn state populates S1 by IC, 
and this S1 population in turn decays by ISC (populating T1 either directly, or indirectly via higher Tn 
states) and non-radiative or radiative relaxation to S0.  The time constants obtained from kinetic fits to 
the TEAS data are summarized in Table 1.  These fits to bi- or tri-exponential functions treated a data 
set of the type shown in Figure 3(a) or (b) globally by constraining shared time constants for decay of 
population of one state and growth of another to be equal in simultaneous fits.  The choice of bi- or -
tri-exponential fit functions was made by examination of systematic contributions to the fit residuals.  
Where amplitudes of fit components were negligible, the time constants are not reported in Table 1.  
For example, the rise in intensity of the T1 band was dominated by an exponential function with ~ 2 ns 
time constant, with no meaningful contribution from faster exponential rise terms.   Error ranges in the 
reported time constants in Table 1 derive from the fitting uncertainties and do not reflect possible 
systematic errors deriving from our choice of basis functions used for spectral decomposition.  
The >1 ns time constants (3) for population decay in the S1 state and growth in the T1 state were poorly 
defined by TEAS measurements limited to maximum time delays of 1.3 ns. Hence, values for 3 
established from TVAS experiments discussed below and extending to longer time delays were used as 
fixed parameters in the fits.  These 3 values were confirmed as corresponding to S1 state lifetimes by 
time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) fluorescence emission measurements made for NPP 
solutions in DMF, DCM and toluene.  The TCSPC measurements obtained exponential time constants 
for decay of NPP fluorescence intensity of 2.60  0.02 ns (DMF), 1.20  0.01 ns (DCM) and 2.75  
0.01 ns (toluene). 
The TEAS data do not reveal the origins of the two time constants (1 and 2) for decay of Sn and growth 
of S1 population derived from measurements in DCM (Table 1), for which several explanations are 
possible.  These two components of relaxation may originate from bifurcating dynamical pathways in 
the Sn state,35 changing contributions to the transient absorption spectra resulting from the Sn  S1 IC 
step and subsequent vibrational cooling in the S1 state, or initial photoexcitation of more than one 





Table 1:  Time constants obtained from bi- or tri-exponential analysis of the evolution of the intensities 
of bands observed by transient electronic absorption spectroscopy and assigned to the Sn, S1 and T1 
states of NPP.   The global fitting of kinetic data for all electronic states gives matching entries in more 
than one column for a given solvent.  A dash indicates the time constant was not required in, or extracted 
from, the multi-exponential fitting. 
Solvent 
Sn (n =2 or 3) S1 T1 
1 / ps 
(decay) 
2 / ps 
(decay) 
1 / ps 
(growth) 
2 / ps 
(growth) 
3 / ns (a) 
(decay) 
3 / ns (a) 
(growth) 
DMF  14.8 ± 0.3  14.8 ± 0.3 2.1 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.1 
DCM 0.3 ± 0.1 14.8 ± 0.4 0.3 ± 0.1 14.8 ± 0.4 1.5 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.2 
Toluene    22.8 ± 1.0 2.4 ± 0.2 2.4 ± 0.2 
(a)  The long-time decay of S1 and growth of T1 populations extend beyond the longest times accessible to the TEAS 
measurements.  The associated time constants in the marked columns are therefore values from analysis of TVAS 
measurements (see below) and were fixed (without the associated uncertainty) in the fits to TEAS data.  
 
The interpretation of the TEA spectra is supported by the TVAS data, examples of which are presented 
in Figure 4 for the probe wavenumber range from 1475 – 1650 cm-1. Measurements in toluene used 
toluene-d8 to minimize interference by solvent bands in the probe wavenumber region, although a 
remaining strong solvent band prevents analysis of the spectra in the region from 1560 – 1590 cm-1.  In 
DMF, solvent absorption bands limited the observation window to 1530 – 1610 cm-1. Bands 
corresponding to ground-state NPP are evident as negative-going GSB features because of ground-state 
population depletion by the excitation laser pulse at 318 nm.  These assignments to NPP are supported 
by steady state FTIR spectra of NPP solutions, as shown in Figure S2 of the Supporting Information.  
Computed (and anharmonically corrected) vibrational frequencies (in cm-1) are reported in Table 2 for 
NPP S0, S1 and T1 states in DMF and in toluene solutions, and are compared to experimentally observed 
bands where possible.  A broad transient absorption feature spanning 1500 – 1590 cm-1 is assigned to 
ESA from the S1 state because of its observed wavenumber range and time-dependence.  The reason 
for the breadth of the band is not apparent from the calculations which predict a single strong feature 
and other much weaker bands in this wavenumber region. We see no bands that can be assigned to NPP 
(T1) ESA in the spectral region probed for reasons that become apparent by reference to the calculations:  
the predicted T1 band positions are masked by strong solvent absorptions in DMF, and the bands are 
computed to be weak in all three solvents.  Kinetic analyses of the integrated intensities obtained by 






Table 2:  Computed IR band wavenumbers (scaled by an anharmonic correction factor of 0.953 – see 
main text) and intensities for the S0, S1 and T1 states of NPP in DMF, toluene and DCM solutions.    The 
table lists the strong IR bands computed to appear in the spectral window probed here by TVAS. 
Experimentally observed values are given in parentheses and labelled as GSB or ESA features. 




















































Figure 4: Transient vibrational absorption spectra obtained for the 318-nm 
photoexcitation of NPP in three organic solvents: (a) DMF; (b) DCM; (c) 
toluene-d8 (for which the 1560 – 1590 cm-1 region is affected by a solvent 
band).  The colours represent spectra obtained at different time delays after 
the photoexcitation, as shown by the inset key in the bottom panel. Black 
arrows indicate the directions of change of selected features with time.  The 
kinetic plots obtained from analysis of these data sets are presented in Figure 
S9 of Supporting Information. 
 
In toluene-d8 the NPP GSB band centred at 1491 cm-1 is clearly visible and is not significantly 




indicating complete recovery of the ground-state population after photoexcitation.  The time-constants 
for this recovery are reported in Table 3.  The same band is evident in TVA spectra for NPP in DCM, 
but now the GSB recovery is only ~75% complete in 400 ns (and shows no further recovery in 
measurements extending to 10 s).  We attribute the incomplete ground-state recovery to excited state 
NPP reaction with DCM, either by electron transfer36 or other reactive bimolecular processes. Although 
we see no clear evidence in TVA spectra for bands which might be assigned to NPP∙+ radical cations,14 
decomposition of the TEA spectra shown in Figures S7 and S8 of Supporting Information does support 
this interpretation.  In DMF, the observations are restricted to the aforementioned broad ESA band, 
which initially grows with a time constant consistent with the 14.8 ps value determined by TEAS, and 
a weak GSB feature centred at 1594 cm-1 the recovery of which is also to baseline within 400 ns.  The 
quality of TVAS data obtained in DMF is limited by the solvent absorption and precludes direct fitting 
of the early time ESA band intensities.  All the time constants for S1 decay and S0 recovery obtained 
from our fits are summarized in Table 3.  The shorter NPP S1 lifetime in DCM is consistent with the 
excited-state reaction with the solvent discussed above.  
Table 3:  Time constants obtained from bi- or tri-exponential analysis of the evolution of the intensities 
of bands observed by transient vibrational absorption spectroscopy and assigned to the S0 and S1 states 
of NPP.  The global fitting of kinetic data for both electronic states gives matching entries in more than 
one column for a given solvent.  The sub-picosecond time constant 1 observed in TEAS data (Table 1) 
was not resolved in the TVAS data and hence was not included in fits.  
Solvent 
S0 (a) S1 
2 / ps 
(recovery) 
3 / ns 
(recovery) 
4 / ns 
(recovery) 
2 / ps 
(growth) 
3 / ns 
(decay) 
DMF  2.1 ± 0.1 46 ± 12  (b) 2.1 ± 0.1 
DCM 24 ± 9 1.5 ± 0.2 43 ± 9 24 ± 9 1.5 ± 0.2 
Toluene-d8 14 ± 2 2.4 ± 0.2 27 ± 2 14 ± 2 2.4 ± 0.2 
   (a)  Analysis of the amplitudes of the exponential fit components shows that, in all cases, the decay component with the 
largest time constant (4) contributes most to the ground-state recovery.  (b) A weak rise in the S1 absorption band in DMF is 
consistent with the 14.8-ps time constant obtained from TEA data (see Table 1) but was not fitted here. 
Figure 5 summarizes the observed relaxation pathways and their associated time constants, generalized 
to represent results from all three solvents. The S0-state recovery time-constants 3 and 4 reported in 
Table 3 are assigned respectively to the relaxation from S1 to S0 (by fluorescence and perhaps non-
radiative internal conversion), and to relaxation from T1 to S0 (by ISC or phosphorescence).  This latter 
timescale suggests a relatively short-lived triplet state (T1 lifetimes > 1 ms were reported by Sartor et 
al. 16 for N-phenyl and N-naphthyl phenoxazines with core phenyl or biphenyl substituents), which may 
indicate an efficient T1  S0 non-radiative relaxation pathway in NPP.  More likely, however, is that 




unpurged O2 dissolved in the sample solutions or entering the sample circulation system during 
measurements.  Indeed, test measurements made with N2-purged solutions showed T1 lifetimes > 1 s, 
but we were unable to maintain O2-free conditions in our circulating samples over the ~20-min durations 
of the experimental measurements. 
The kinetic fitting also reveals sub-ns components to the S1 band growth and GSB recovery (e.g. with 
time constants of 2 = 24 ± 9 ps in DCM and 14 ± 2 ps in toluene-d8 which are similar to the 
corresponding time constants extracted from TEA spectra for S1 population growth (Table 1).  Small 
discrepancies in the values may reflect the effects of vibrational cooling over a few picosecond 
timescales in S0. The mirroring of these time constants in the GSB recovery kinetics suggest a direct 
pathway to S0 from the initially excited Sn state, or from the vibrationally excited S1-state molecules 
produced promptly by the Sn  S1 internal conversion in competition with S1 (v=0) population growth.  
The observed time constants of 2 ~ 20 ps may then be determined by this IC or by vibrational cooling 
in the S1 or S0 states. 
 
 
Figure 5:  Schematic PE curves and relaxation pathways for the photochemistry of NPP in solution.  
Photoexcitation to the Sn state (n = 2 or 3) at 318 nm is followed by competitive internal conversion 
to S1 and S0 (the latter perhaps instead from vibrationally hot S1 molecules) and vibrational energy 
transfer (VET) to solvent on timescales of 2 ≈ 20 ps. IC from Sn or S1 to S0 requires conical 
intersections which are not shown.   The S1 lifetime is 3 ≈ 2 ns, with decay by competing fluorescence 
to S0 (blue arrow) and ISC to the triplet manifold (represented here only by the T1 state).  The T1 state 
decays to S0 on timescales 4 > 25 ns which appear to be influenced by quenching by dissolved O2.  
Horizontal solid and dashed black lines indicate the lowest and an excited vibrational level of an 
electronic state, respectively. The time constants specified are representative of the values found for 





In toluene-d8 solution, the ratio of amplitudes of the 3 and 4 components of the tri-exponential recovery 
of the GSB feature observed in the TVAS measurements and attributed to S1 and T1 decays is 0.23 ± 
0.04.  With the assumption of negligible overlap of the GSB feature by ESA bands (which are weaker, 
as seen in Figure 4), we deduce that  (81 ± 4) % of the ground-state recovery from equilibrated S1 
molecules (i.e. the S1 population after IC from Sn and VET to the solvent) is indirectly via the T1 state.  
The overall T1 quantum yield is estimated from the amplitudes of the 2, 3 and 4 decay components to 
be (T1) = 0.56  0.03.  Taking the rate coefficient for loss of S1 population to be the reciprocal of the 
3 value from Table 3, i.e. k(S1) = (4.1 ± 0.3)  108 s-1, and an ~81% branching from equilibrated S1 into 
the T1 state, we estimate an ISC rate coefficient of kISC = (3.3 ± 0.2)  108 s-1 and a radiative lifetime for 
S1 (assuming no other IC decay pathways to S0) of ~13 ns.  The kISC value derived is ~3 larger than 
the corresponding value measured recently for a core-substituted diphenyl NPP derivative,16 resulting 
in a higher T1 quantum yield.  
The outcomes of our recent experimental studies of the photochemistry of dihydrophenazine-based 
OPCs in solution contrast with the current observations for the phenoxazine-based NPP.  We previously 
reported S1 lifetimes for selected dihydrophenazine OPCs that ranged from 0.6 – 16 ns, with 
considerable dependence on solvent (in experiments that also compared the photochemistry in DMF, 
DCM and toluene), and triplet quantum yields below 20%.14, 19  For NPP, the S1 state lifetimes are 
consistently ~2 ns irrespective of solvent choice, and in toluene (81  4) % of the vibrationally 
equilibrated S1-state molecules cross to the triplet manifold of states before decaying to S0.  In DMF 
this fraction is estimated to be 84  21 %.  The differences in the observed behaviour may stem from 
the CT vs LE character of the excited states in the two classes of OPCs.  The dihydrophenazine 
derivatives studied have low-lying states with CT character11 (corresponding to electron density 
migration from the dihydrophenazine core to the N-aryl groups) whereas the computed CT character of 
the S1 and T1 states participating in the NPP photochemistry is small (see above).  Recent studies have 
shown that CT character can promote ISC in phenoxazine and phenothiazine OPC candidates.13, 16 Our 
results for NPP and the dihydrophenazine derivatives show that other factors are also important in 
determining ISC quantum yields in these classes of compound.  The ISC quantum yield will also be 
influenced by the rate of competitive non-radiative relaxation of the S1-state population to S0. For 
example, the CT-character S1 state of 5,10-di(4-trifluoromethylphenyl)-5,10-dihydrophenazine has a 
sub-ns lifetime in DMF, and hence a low (< 10%) T1 quantum yield.14  
The energies of states with pronounced CT character are more strongly affected by the polarity of the 
solvent than are those with LE character. Hence, the energetic orderings and regions of crossing of Sn 
and Tn states (n  1) in the dihydrophenazine compounds are more sensitive to the local environment 




but may also affect the breadth of applications of phenoxazine derivatives which are core-modified or 
contain N-aryl substituents such as 1-naphthyl, 2-naphthyl, or phenyl groups with electron withdrawing 
groups, all of which stabilize excited states with CT character.16 Either solvent or substituent 
stabilization of CT states might reduce their redox potentials and perhaps also their bimolecular electron 
transfer rates.          
Conclusions 
Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy measurements spanning timescales from ~100 fs to 1000 ns 
reveal the excited state photodynamics of a model phenoxazine photoredox catalyst, N-phenyl 
phenoxazine after absorption of 318-nm UV radiation.  Experiments conducted in three solvents, DMF, 
DCM and toluene examine the effects of solvent properties such as polarity on the excited state lifetimes 
and photochemical pathways.  Transient absorption features in the UV/visible and mid-IR spectral 
regions are assigned with the help of electronic structure calculations of excited state energies, transition 
dipole moments and vibrational frequencies.  The outcomes establish rapid (few-ps) internal conversion 
from the optically bright, photoexcited Sn state (with n = 2 or 3 dominating the excitation at the chosen 
UV wavelength) to the S1 state and a ~2 ns S1 lifetime that is largely independent of the choice of 
solvent.  A modest shortening of the lifetime in DCM may reflect reaction with the solvent, for example 
by electron transfer.  Recovery of ground state (S0) NPP is complete in toluene-d8 but occurs over three 
distinct timescales corresponding to relaxation from the Sn (n>1) (or vibrationally hot S1), S1 and T1 
states.  The contributions of the three pathways indicate a quantum yield for intersystem crossing, ISC 
= 0.56 ± 0.03.  The ISC pathway is also active in DMF and DCM, but incomplete ground-state recovery 
in DCM on a tens-of-microsecond timescale is further evidence of excited-state NPP reaction with the 
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